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Maritime boundary - Wikipedia
A maritime boundary is a conceptual division of the Earth's water surface areas using physiographic or geopolitical criteria. As such, it usually bounds areas of exclusive national rights over mineral and biological resources, encompassing maritime features, limits and zones. Generally, a maritime boundary is delineated at a particular distance from a jurisdiction's coastline.

Maritime Zones and Boundaries - Office of General Counsel
Sep 03, 2021 · The maritime zones recognized under international law include internal waters, the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone (EEZ), the continental shelf, the high seas and the Area. The breadth of the territorial sea, contiguous zone, and EEZ (and in some cases the continental shelf) is measured from the baseline determined in accordance with customary law.

Maritime Boundary Definitions | Geoscience Australia
Aug 01, 1994 · The metes and bounds definitions where the boundary has been pulled back are taken from Australia’s maritime delimitation agreements with other countries and, where no such agreement exists, largely follow the Fisheries Management Act 1991 ('the FMA Act') 'excepted waters' Proclamation which was published in Gazette No.S52 of 14 February 1992.

Chapter 2: Maritime Zones – Law of the Sea
Nov 15, 2021 · These elevations do not create any zones of maritime control on their own. If a low-tide elevation falls within the boundary of a State’s territorial sea as measured from the coastline or an island, that State may draw a baseline from the low-water...

18 U.S. Code § 7 - Special maritime and territorial
Historical and Revision Notes. Based on title 18, U.S.C., 1940 ed., § 451 (Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 321, § 272, 35 Stat. 1142; June 11, 1940, ch. 323, 54 Stat. 304). The words “The term ‘special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States’ as used in this title includes:” were substituted for the words “The crimes and offenses defined in sections 451-468 of this title

Canada-United States border - Wikipedia
The Canada-United States border is the longest international border in the world between two countries. The terrestrial boundary (including boundaries in the Great Lakes, Atlantic, and Pacific coasts) is 8,891 kilometers (5,525 mi) long. The land border has two sections: Canada’s border with the contiguous United States to its south, and with the U.S. state of Alaska to its west.

South China Sea: Why Malaysia and Indonesia differ in
Oct 29, 2021 · Yan Yan, director of the Research Centre of Oceans Law and Policy in the National Institute for South China Sea Studies, said the area where Malaysia’s oil ...

U.S. Maritime Limits & Boundaries
Jun 08, 2020 · Maritime limits and boundaries for the United States are measured from the official U.S. baseline, recognized as the low-water line along the coast as marked on the NOAA nautical charts in accordance with the articles of the Law of the Sea.

Home - Centre for International Law
Nov 13, 2021 · CIL-ANCORS e-Training Course on Alternative Resolutions to Maritime Boundary Disputes. CIL eAcademy 2021 Opening - Fireside Chat The Rhodes Academy of Oceans Law and Policy is an international collegial institution dedicated to fostering a better understanding of the modern law of the sea. Through education on the ...

THE RULE OF LAW IN THE WEST PHILIPPINE SEA DISPUTE
THE RULE OF LAW IN THE WEST PHILIPPINE SEA, Justice Antonio T. Carpio: In the 17th century, England, Spain and Portugal, the naval superpowers of the day, claimed ownership of the oceans and seas they discovered, and enforced their claims through the barrel of the naval cannon. In 1609, Hugo Grotius, the father of international law, argued in his classic Mare Liberum (The Free Sea) that the...

Somalia v. Kenya: 3 Maps Explaining the Maritime Dispute
Oct 13, 2021 · This map shows the dispute between Somalia and Kenya as it was presented to the court. Kenya claimed that the boundary between the two countries' maritime zones runs straight east along a line of latitude (similarly to boundaries with other countries farther down the coast), while Somalia claimed the right to a boundary running roughly perpendicular away from the coast, along a course equally

Chapter 4: Military Activities in an EEZ – Law of the Sea

A Commentary on the Dispute Concerning the Maritime
Oct 22, 2021 · The ICJ reiterated that the establishment of a permanent maritime boundary ‘is a matter of grave importance’ [para 52]. Thus, a high evidentiary threshold is required in order to show that a maritime boundary has been established by acquiescence or tacit agreement. This is consistent with the existing case law.

Why Somalia won its claim to a disputed maritime zone in
Oct 19, 2021 · Somalia argued that the maritime boundary should be consistent with standard practice in international law — and follow the direction of the land border, rather than extend out along the line of

Somalia - Kenya maritime dispute - Stabroek News
Oct 20, 2021 · It added that Somalia had requested the court to establish the maritime boundary between the two parties in the territorial sea, exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and the continental shelf in

Limits in the Seas - United States Department of State
This series, issued by the Office of Ocean and Polar Affairs, Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs in the Department of State, aims to examine coastal States' maritime claims and/or boundaries, and assess their consistency with international law. The studies represent the views of the United States Government only on the specific […]

Why Somalia won its claim to a disputed maritime zone in
Oct 21, 2021 · Somalia argued that the maritime boundary should be consistent with standard practice in international law — and follow the direction of the land border, rather than extend out along the line of latitude. The U.N. high court’s ruling now gives Somalia more of this contested maritime zone, including oil blocks that Kenya claims.

The South China Sea Disputes: A clash of international law
Mar 22, 2018 · Long before the inception of recognized international maritime law, and throughout much of pre-modern history the South China Sea played a pivotal role as an “intersection of history” as the primary route for the vital trade connection between China and India, Europe, and the Middle East (Swanson, 1982).

Section 2101(3) defines “boundary line” for the establishment of jurisdictional parameters for various maritime safety laws. Public Law 96-324, codified at 33 U.S.C. 151, permits the Secretary to establish appropriate identifiable lines dividing inland waters of the U.S. from the high seas for the purpose of determining the applicability

Latest developments | Maritime Delimitation and
Jul 08, 1991 · It recalled that international customary law was the applicable law in the case and that the Parties had requested it to draw a single maritime boundary. In the southern part, the Court had to draw a boundary delimiting the territorial seas of the Parties, areas over which they enjoyed territorial sovereignty (including sea-bed, superjacent

Webinars and other training products | Lorman Education
Browse continuing education courses, webinars, videos and many other training products.

Hypocri-sea: The United States' Failure to Join the UN
Oct 31, 2019 · The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas (or UNCLOS) has been described as “the constitution of the oceans.” Originally finalized in 1982, UNCLOS’ 320 articles and nine annexes represent arguably the most holistic codification of international law in history. One hundred and fifty seven nations have signed on to the treaty and agreed to its wide-ranging provisions on topics
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The law of maritime boundary
By Thomas “Buddy” Bardenwerper This is part two of an article posted on November 8, 2021. The first installment provided an overview of the U.S. Coast Guard’s counter-maritime drug

pushing or overstepping? legal boundaries in the fight against maritime drug smuggling, pt. 2
On behalf of SPC, welcome to the first high-level dialogue on Pacific Maritime Boundaries. This meeting marks the close of the 20th Pacific Maritime Boundaries Working Session. It is unusual in our

celebrating the 20th maritime boundaries session
Beijing is legally asserting sovereignty in areas considered to be disputed, and authorizing official agencies to use lethal force against ‘intruders’.

china’s new border law could further complicate boundary disputes
A deal drawing maritime borders between Greece and Italy came into effect on Monday, said Italian diplomatic sources. The two countries exchanged the tools of ratification of the deal during an

maritime borders deal between greece, italy comes into effect

is malaysia part of the philippines?
Allow me at first to convey my personal appreciation to the Director General of the Pacific Community, Dr Stuart Minchin, for inviting me to address this High-Level Dialogue. I am very pleased and

keynote address by president of fsm h.e david w. panuelo at the pacific maritime boundaries virtual working session & high level dialogue
Nairobi, Kenya | URN & XINHUA | Kenya has started inspecting and reaffirming her boundary with Uganda in a bid to redefine her frontiers with Uganda. Kenya neighbors Uganda in Lake Victoria, to

kenya starts demarcating boundary with uganda
Greece’s military drills as well as its provocative statements are not made solely on its own, but are spurred by some powers, the ruling Justice

‘greece’s military drills, provocative words spurred by other powers’
A Bill that seeks to provide a legal framework for the administration of Nigeria’s territorial sea and offshore activities scaled third reading on the

senate passes law to administer nigeria’s territorial sea
Changes in the international order often come about through war and its aftermath. But China is trying to change the status quo by peacefully stretching the envelope of the existing system. Indeed,

south china sea: can china-asean code of conduct talks secure a new international maritime order?
We need the U.S. government to fight illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing with the attention and resources it requires — especially given China’s growing and hostile influence.

china is pillaging global fisheries
Following an accusation from Greece, Turkey has underlined the constructive role it plays in the Eastern Mediterranean region and criticized Athens

‘greece can’t stomach turkey’s key role in regional stability’
Could China and Vietnam Resolve the Conflicts in the South China Sea?, in Song, Yann-huei; & Keyuan Zou, eds, Major Law and Policy Issues In the South China Sea: European and American Perspectives.

could china and vietnam resolve the conflicts in the south china sea?
And all they got that summer, was—nothing. It drove them mad, and they raved at the Government, and the army, and each other, lusting for butchery, and suddenly there was a cry on every lip, a

mind the gap: how the u.s. coast guard can navigate the window of vulnerability in the indo-pacific
The now Malaysian side, along with the now Indonesian side, were colonized by British and Dutch forces. As a result of the Second World War, Japan occupied the entire island. Borneo is now divided

is borneo part of malaysia?
France and Turkey are lined up on opposite sides of a regional dispute over gas drilling rights. In late 2019, Turkey and Libya signed a contentious maritime boundaries agreement laying claims to

french frigate bristling with missiles deployed to mediterranean amid turkey tensions
Sunday Aborisade Published 17 November 2021The Senate has passed a bill seeking to provide legal framework for the administration of Nigeria's territorial sea and offshore activities. The Bill for an

new bill seeks backing for nigerian territorial sea
The 32-year-old fisherman from Maharashtra’s Palghar district who was killed in firing by Pakistan’s maritime security agency (PMSA) personnel off the Gujarat coast on Saturday, was cremated in his

indian fisherman killed in firing by pak maritime security personnel mid-sea
There’s little recourse for abandoned vessels left rotting in Virginia waterways. Too costly to dispose of properly, the boats’ owners often leave them to sink, posing environmental and navigational

abandoned boats are a growing concern, state officials say. a virginia beach man is taking on the issue in local waters.
The passage of the bill followed the consideration of a report on it by the Committee on Judiciary, Human Rights and Legal Matters.

nigerian senate passes law to administer country’s territorial sea
For whosoever commands the sea commands the trade; whosoever commands the trade of the world commands the riches of the world, and consequently the world itself.” [1] “Control over the world” cannot

international court rules on the maritime boundary between kenya and somalia
The Permanent Committee of the Convention on the Law of the Sea day technical workshop titled 'Technical Aspects of the Maritime Boundaries, Baselines and Maritime Zones of the State of

technical workshop on qatar's maritime boundaries begins
The Philippine and Indonesian governments had recently concluded a preparatory meeting for the delimitation of their continental shelf boundaries, the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) said Tuesday.

ph, indonesia prepare for delimitation of sea boundaries
Shridhar Chamre, a Palghar fisherman, was reportedly shot several times on chest by Pakistani Navy on Saturday at the maritime boundary between the two countries near Okha in Gujarat.

son was in indian territorial limits: mother of fisherman killed by pak navy
The Standing Committee of the Convention on the Law of the Sea at the Ministry of a seminar on 'Technical Aspects of the Maritime Boundaries, Baselines and Maritime Zones of the State

plans afoot to issue qatar’s digital marine chart: official

plans afoot to issue qatar's digital marine chart: official
Under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS The incident took place near the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL) off the Gujarat coast when Pakistan maritime

india protests killing of innocent fisherman by pakistan
China has a new tool to wield during any future flareups along its borders with foreign entities whether those be the Indian government Afghan refugees

what does china's new land borders law mean for its neighbors
“Before the maritime boundary is finally settled “That’s why Vietnam also sends law enforcement vessels around Malaysia’s oil and gas rig every now and then,” Yan Yan said.

**south china sea: why malaysia and indonesia differ in countering beijing’s maritime claims**
established norms and international law.” Multiple threats, multiple laws China, which has rankled several neighbors with its aggressive maritime claims, has reason to be concerned about several

**what does china’s new land borders law mean for its neighbors?**
The Kenya-Somali maritime boundary dispute exposes the several unresolved 2050 AIM Strategy in line with international maritime law. Maritime security and transnational crimes at sea must

**africa struggling to keep its head above water as world tackles maritime security**
In its ruling, ICJ said there was no agreed maritime boundary and went ahead and drew KMFRI boss said they would go as far as required by the law to conduct their research in the Indian

**icj ruling will not affect maritime research work, says official**
The Kenya-Somali maritime boundary dispute exposes the several unresolved 2050 AIM Strategy in line with international maritime law. Maritime security and transnational crimes at sea must

**africa must get on board as world attention turns to maritime security**
Australia has agreed to negotiate permanent maritime boundaries with East Timor to settle as required under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, he said. Australia led the peacekeeping

**australia yields on east timor ‘oil treaty’**
Indian trawl boats are crossing the International Maritime Boundary Line (which was established in 1974 capacity development, law enforcement and empowerment of coastal communities.

**ending the dispossession of northern fishers by indian trawlers**
PMSA said, “It is reiterated that PMSA as per standard operating procedure uses nonlethal means while undertaking law enforcement near the international maritime boundary line in the Arabian
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